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A Craft Cocktail book for the rest of us by the top female mixologist in the country.Julie Reiner,
the co-owner of The Clover Club in Brooklyn and The Flatiron Lounge in Manhattan, has written
a book that provides inspiration for the rest of us, not only the cocktail geeks. She wants to
balance the needs of the everyday drinker with those of the passionate mixologist.Recipes are
organized around seasonality and occasion, with different events and themes appropriate to the
specific time of the year. Each section will include a mixture of holiday-inspired drinks, classic
cocktails, and innovative new drinks, all along with fun cocktail lore. Tricks, tips, and techniques
-- such as batching and infusions, tools of the trade, notes on spirit types, and easy substitutions
to utilize what you already have on hand -- will round out the amazing amount of information in
Reiner's book.
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CurtainBY DALE DEGROFFI HAD A FUN BUSINESS FOR A MINUTE in New York City in the
1990s: the Cocktail Safari, a culinary and cocktail walking tour of four different spots—at each
we would taste three small cocktails matched with small bites. I nosed around bars and
restaurants in different neighborhoods searching out innovative menus with small bites and
cocktails. They were not so easy to find in the mid-1990s, but there are always creative people
and I found them. I was visiting a small hotel bar called C3 Lounge on Washington Square Park
when I encountered one of those creative people. Her name was Julie Reiner.Julie had a quick
smile, a snappy shaking style, and served some very tasty drinks. I can’t remember if our safari
got there in time to enjoy her creations, but I certainly did, and I made sure that anyone I spoke
to from the industry and press did as well. It seems we all did too good of a job spreading the
word, because when Julie ended up with a small notice in the New York Times, the chef decided
that if anyone in that operation was going to get some press it should be him, and he thought



Julie was going to open her own place and steal the clientele, so he had her fired.The last thirty
years have seen a sea change in the culinary world. Barriers dissolved as chefs viewed cuisine
not as representative of different culinary cultures, but as fair game for crafting personal styles
and creative growth. Techniques from one culture were applied to ingredients and recipes from
another. Ethnic and regional cuisines expanded beyond their borders. Nouvelle, California,
Fusion, and Locavore cuisines emerged, and diners were treated to a whole new world of
flavor.The flavor evolution did not stop with the kitchen, however. The first fourteen years of the
new millennium have transformed the American cocktail. A willing public, in love with big flavor
and ready to experiment, found the mundane offerings at the traditional bars unsatisfactory.
Bartending as a respected profession had disappeared during the Depression years, and
without skilled professionals, the drinks business post-Prohibition was dumbed down. Skills
were replaced with shortcuts, like artificial mixers and artificially flavored spirits. Now that is all
changed.The new millennium set the stage for a nascent craft cocktail movement, and Julie was
right there at the outset. Techniques and ingredients found only in the chef’s domain became the
techniques and ingredients of the new “culinary cocktails.” Julie spent those years developing
and perfecting her special culinary approach to the bar, using fresh ingredients.This is a special
time for the bar industry worldwide, and there are a group of dedicated professionals who have
moved the marker forward in this industry. Julie Reiner is one of those people.Julie Reiner is the
force behind two of the most iconic saloons in New York City: Flatiron Lounge, an oasis for
discerning cocktailians in search of authentic craft cocktails in classic deco surroundings,
opened in 2003. And Clover Club, on Smith Street in Brooklyn, pays homage to pre-Prohibition
bar culture, a culture that has long been the benchmark for American bars around the world.
Julie is also a partner in another beloved New York landmark—the Pegu Club—which she
opened in 2005 with Audrey Saunders.Great bars reflect the passion, knowledge, and presence
of the proprietor, and they don’t happen overnight; they happen because someone shows up
and runs the joint. Julie has the work ethic reminiscent of that bygone era. She shows up and
she runs the joint!Her detailing is fine: You won’t find a capsized lemon or orange peel floating in
one of her cocktails. Julie’s classic cocktails are authentic, and she is an artist with fresh fruit–
based cocktails. Julie’s back bar workbench has much in common with a restaurant garde-
manger station with herbs and veggies, berries and exotic fruits, spices and house flavored
syrups.Julie and Audrey Saunders, her partner at Pegu Club, have created a workshop for
excellence in craft bartending unmatched in our industry. Her three bars have turned out craft
bartenders at a remarkable rate, many of whom have gone on to establish some of the best craft
bar programs in the country, such as Mayahuel, PDT, Sweetwater Social, Pouring Ribbons,
Dram, Victor Tangos in Dallas, and many others around the country.The Craft Cocktail Party
opens this culinary side of the drinks world to the reader in clear and simple prose, along with
easy-to-follow recipes. These recipes will please everyone from the cocktail geek to the casual
drinker. Julie presents the material in cookbook fashion with step-by-step instructions.The
lighthearted, celebratory ambiance that makes a trip to one of Julie’s great saloons special



informs the style of this book. Julie is serious about ingredients and quality, exacting in
measurements. But she constantly reminds the reader to just have some fun with the recipes
and their cocktails. She advises: Use regular household kitchen tools when possible. There’s no
need to spend a fortune to buy a serious professional set of tools. Substitute your favorite
ingredients. Play, invent, this is your own crib… get down and have a party!INTRODUCTIONThe
Bar Is Open…CRAFT COCKTAILS—defined by proper technique and quality ingredients—were
once accused of being just a trend that would fade after a few years, but I think it’s clear that they
are here to stay. There are so many amazing bartenders working hard to innovate the way we
imbibe. It is an incredibly exciting time to go out for a drink.While things have advanced behind
the bar, cocktails have been slower to catch on at home. Many people have come to think of
cocktails as being shrouded in mystery. The process of making them can seem overwhelming,
what with all the specific tools and unfamiliar types of alcohol. Additionally, there is a certain
amount of cultlike intensity that pervades the industry as a whole and that has, I believe, scared
away first-timers from making their own drinks. My hope is that this book can help break through
that layer of fog and demystify the cocktail for anyone.After all, the drink itself is only half the
puzzle. The reason I went into bartending in the first place, and what keeps me in the business,
is something much larger than what’s in the glass: Cocktails bring us together and help us
celebrate.My years behind the bar have only crystallized this truth for me. Night after night, I
watch people meet for drinks to mark an occasion: a new job, an anniversary, a holiday, the
arrival of a new season, or even just catching up with an old friend. Cocktails are tools of
commemoration. We clink glasses to signify a moment worth remembering and to make
ourselves feel good while we do it.I now realize that I was a host long before I tasted my first
cocktail.My mom and dad love entertaining. My earliest memories are of housefuls of people,
dancing, great food, and the fancy “grown-up drinks” that seemed to facilitate the flow of
laughter in the room. When I was a kid growing up in Hawaii, it was my job to pass hors
d’oeuvres at my parents’ cocktail parties while my mom would dole out drinks to our guests. I
loved it; being a part of their festive occasions in any capacity made me feel like I was sharing in
the good time. I didn’t know it then, but that act of welcoming someone into one’s home with a
glass of something refreshing and delicious made a permanent impression on me. My early
juice-based mocktail experiments were always met with smiles, and I fell in love with the
experience of the cocktail party. I was in awe of my parents and their ability to entertain large
numbers of people with such ease and enjoyment. I would fight to stay awake past my bedtime
so as not to miss a minute.Blackberry Collins (here)There are many things I love about being
from Hawaii, and one of them is that really fresh ingredients are the norm. My childhood
coincided with a dark era in cocktail history when drinks came in neon colors and were mixed
with juices from concentrates. Luckily, such shortcuts never gained much traction on our island,
where ripe, sweet pineapples, oversize guava, and bright citrus were available year-round. I fell
in love with these fresh ingredients, and when I came of age, they became a part of my cocktail-
making arsenal. As a result, I had high standards for what constituted a delicious drink from the



very beginning.I moved to San Francisco after college, and after a few attempts at finding a
“real” job, I found myself cocktail waitressing and learning the basics of the hospitality industry.
But my eureka moment didn’t come until I started hanging out at the Red Room on Sutter Street.
It was located near Union Square, just around the corner from my apartment, and I had watched
the entire construction process, amazed at what the owners had done with the place. It was
smart, sexy, and innovative, and was designed to provide a much-needed break from the grind
of work and life stresses. The Red Room helped me begin to understand the art of creating an
environment that facilitates an escape.The Red Room had great design and music, and the bar
stocked only the freshest ingredients, but the biggest revelation was the bartenders: They were
all women, and they were the best in town. This was the first place I had been that shattered the
boys’ club behind the bar and also raised the stakes for artisanal bartending. These women put
out a high volume of well-crafted drinks with great service. They managed to create a party
during every shift, with each night’s energy eclipsing that of the night before. I looked at their bar
with the same admiration that I had for my parents’ cocktail parties, and it clicked: This was what
I was supposed to do.Since I had no bartending experience, I convinced one of the bartenders
to let me slip behind the bar for a few minutes here and there to “stage” with her. I learned the
ropes of the Red Room’s ahead-of-the-curve cocktail program quickly. They were using fresh
juices, a few homemade syrups, and premium liquors to execute their classically focused
menu.Three years later, after I had bartended around the Bay Area, I moved to New York City
and started hunting for a job. I went from bar to bar and was shocked: I saw cans of juice, bottles
of sugary soda, and week-old garnishes. I wondered how New Yorkers, who were notorious for
demanding the best of everything, could accept such mediocrity when it came to drinks. When I
took a job running the bar at C3 in the Washington Square Hotel, I created a program based on
the foundation I’d built in Hawaii and at the Red Room—focusing on fresh fruit as cocktail
ingredients—and people responded, in droves.It wasn’t until New York that I got my first dose of
real seasons. The winters I’d experienced in Hawaii and San Francisco couldn’t compare with
the temperature drop on the East Coast. The seasons became my muses behind the bar: I made
apple infusions in the fall, relied on hot toddies to keep my guests warm in the winter, celebrated
spring with bright and light aperitifs, and returned to my roots in the summer, making drinks with
an emphasis on whatever was fresh and at its peak at the market.My two bars, Flatiron Lounge
in Manhattan and Clover Club in Brooklyn, still adhere to this basic philosophy, offering a blend
of smartly executed classics and seasonally driven contemporary creations. Flatiron Lounge,
which opened in 2003, is my homage to the glitz and glamour of old-school New York. The
centerpiece of the room, a twenty-foot bar, has a long history: It was originally in an illegal bar in
Brooklyn during Prohibition, then it moved to the Ballroom, a Rat Pack hangout. In the eighties, it
lived at Catch a Rising Star. I love that Flatiron Lounge is now a part of this city’s incredible
nightlife lineage.Clover Club opened a few years later and takes inspiration from a very specific
period in cocktail history: pre-Prohibition. By serving drinks from the era in which the cocktail
was born, our bar serves as an abbreviated timeline, with a menu that shows the evolution of



cocktails.Since I first arrived in New York, a lot has changed in cocktail culture, and mostly for
the better. The cans of juice and crappy garnishes are now endangered species, and many
bartenders are sticklers for fresh ingredients. Craft cocktails were once a rarity, and now they are
quickly becoming the norm. And this trend is no longer isolated in large metropolises; you can
drink well in almost every city in the country.Just like good food, cocktails are best when shared
—whether at your favorite neighborhood bar, at a four-star restaurant, or at home on a Tuesday
night. The truth is that a good drink is never more than five minutes away; cocktails are incredibly
easy to make at home, provided you have a few basic spirits on hand, some fresh juice, and ice.
There’s a reason why some of the most classic drinks are the simplest.This book wasn’t written
for the cocktail aficionado (although I think there are plenty of recipes in here that a booze geek
could love). Rather, it is meant for those who like to gather around the table with family and
friends to celebrate. Some of these recipes are proven favorites from my bars, adapted for the
home; others are entirely new creations. I’ve organized the recipes by season and occasion,
since those are generally the deciding factors when choosing what to drink at home. Within each
chapter, though, there are also plenty of techniques that will find year-round use in your kitchen,
including recipes for easy syrups and infusions. From the Fourth of July through New Year’s and
on to Mardi Gras, you’ll always find a reason to raise a glass with friends. I hope this book will
inspire your next memory-making party.GETTING STARTEDTools and TechniquesTHIS BOOK
IS NOT A COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO BARTENDING. It is specifically tailored to making
drinks at home, with an eye toward entertaining. Rules bend a little more easily at home than
behind a professional bar, so feel free to take certain liberties. If you don’t have a muddler, use a
wooden spoon; if you don’t have a specific brand of gin, use what you do have. All that being
said, having the correct equipment and basic technique will improve the cocktails you make, so
here are some very general guidelines that are worth perusing before you set out on your boozy
adventure.TOOLSTo make the recipes in this book, you’ll need a few things. Just like with
cooking tools, some things are more essential than others, but most of the equipment needed to
build your bar is fairly affordable and easy to find, which makes it worth the
investment.MEASURING COCKTAILSOunces are the standard unit of measure for making
single-serving cocktails. Behind the bar we use two-sided vessels called jiggers, which come in
the most commonly used volumes. For home use, I recommend the 1-and-2-ounce jigger from
Cocktail Kingdom, which has demarcations for all the major measurements you’ll need. Another
alternative is the Oxo Mini Angled Measuring Cup, which measures up to 2 ounces. When you
measure, take care to fill your jigger or measuring cup all the way to the widest point to make
sure you’re getting the right volume in your drink.SHAKING AND STIRRINGThe next thing you’ll
need is a shaker. This instrument has two purposes: simultaneously blending together the
various ingredients of your drink and chilling the mixture through the presence of ice. It also
introduces air into the drink, which changes the texture and consistency. There are several types
of shakers out there; choose the one that works best for you.Boston shaker (1): Consists of a
pint glass and a 28-ounce metal mixing tin that goes over the glass to create a seal. The pint



glass can double as a mixing glass for stirred drinks. Use this in conjunction with a Hawthorne
strainer.Tin-on-tin shaker (2): Consists of a short 18-ounce metal tin and a tall 28-ounce metal
mixing tin that fit together to create a seal. This style of shaker is the bartender’s choice, as it is
lighter than the Boston shaker and can’t be broken. Use this in conjunction with a Hawthorne
strainer.Cobbler shaker (3): Consists of a metal tin, a top with a built-in strainer, and a twist-off
cap. Cobbler shakers are fine for home use, but not quite as versatile as Boston shakers. It is
also very easy to lose the cap… at least in my house!Certain drinks, specifically those made
with only spirituous ingredients (such as an Old Fashioned or a Manhattan), should not be made
in a shaker. Instead, we mix them by gently stirring them, which produces a silkier texture. To
make a stirred drink, you’ll need a mixing glass and a bar spoon.Mixing glass (4): A large glass
with a spout. They range in size from 15 to 40 ounces. Use this in conjunction with a julep
strainer.Bar spoon (5): A spoon with an elongated handle to make stirring the contents of your
cocktail easier. The volume of a bar spoon is approximately 1 teaspoon.Generally we strain
cocktails from our shaker or mixing glass into our drinking glass to keep the shaking ice and
solids (such as fruit or herbs) out of the finished drink. To do this, we can use a few different
kinds of strainers.Hawthorne strainer (6): A strainer with a metal coil that fits snugly inside the
metal tin, keeping the ice inside when you strain your cocktail. It is used in conjunction with the
Boston or tin-on-tin shaker. This is the most versatile strainer, as it will also fit inside your mixing
glass.Julep strainer (7): A strainer with small holes that keep ice out of the drink, used to strain
stirred drinks from a mixing glass.Fine-mesh sieve (8): A cone-shaped strainer lined with mesh,
used to strain solids out of a cocktail. It is used in conjunction with a Hawthorne strainer for a
process called double straining.GLASSWARESo you’ve mixed up a drink and are ready to strain
it into a glass and enjoy the fruit of your labor. Which glass do you use? Here’s where you have
options. While certain cocktails are married to certain types of glasses (like the Old Fashioned,
which should be served in—you guessed it—an Old Fashioned glass), others are more flexible.
I’ve included my suggestion for which type of glass you should use with every recipe, but you
shouldn’t feel obligated to go out and blow your budget on specialty crystal.As you start to make
cocktails with more frequency, it’s likely that you’ll slowly amass your own collection of specific
glassware. Personally, I love to buy my glasses and punch bowls at antique stores, because
each piece has its own personality. But I also keep a stash of basic, durable glasses that I pull
out when entertaining friends. They are less likely to break and easy to replace if they
do.Whenever possible, chill your glassware before you pour a drink into it. This will preserve all
the hard work you did with your shaker or bar spoon to get the drink cold in the first place. To chill
your glass you can either store it in the freezer or fill it with ice and water for a few minutes before
you mix your drink.Here are the most frequently used glasses behind the cocktail
bar:Champagne Flute (9): A narrow, stemmed glass used for cocktails topped with sparkling
wine, such as the French 75.Collins (10): Slightly thinner and taller than the highball, the Collins
glass generally holds 12 to 14 ounces. It’s used for drinks topped with soda… like the Tom
Collins.Coupe (11): Also called a “cocktail glass,” this stemmed, saucer-shaped glass is best



used for drinks served without ice (up) that include citrus, like the Daiquiri. A proper coupe
should hold approximately 6 ounces.Highball (12): A tall glass that generally holds 10 to 12
ounces and is used for long drinks; suitable for any highball cocktail with soda or a classic fizz
served without ice.Hurricane (13): An exotic 15-ounce glass used for tropical drinks. Named
after its hurricane-lamp shape.Julep (14): The traditional silver or pewter stemless cup used to
serve the mint julep.Martini (15): Also called a “cocktail glass,” this V-shaped stemmed glass is
best used for drinks without ice, ranging from 6 to 8 ounces.Nick and Nora (16): A retro-style
stemmed glass used for stirred cocktails like the Martini and Manhattan. It should hold 4 to 5
ounces.Rocks or Old Fashioned (17): A short, sturdy stemless glass that usually holds 10 to 12
ounces; great for spirits and cocktails served over ice.Wine goblet (18): A large, balloon-shaped
wineglass, ideal for fancy cocktails such as the Blush Baby (here).TECHNIQUEAt its core, the
process of preparing a cocktail is really simple. There are two main goals: combining ingredients
and chilling them. The ingredients in the cocktail recipe determine the technique you should use.
(For more information, see “Dilution and Chilling” sidebar here.)Shaking: This is the method to
use when working with thick or pulpy ingredients, such as citrus, milk, and eggs. Combine the
desired ingredients in the bottom of a shaker and add ice. Seal the shaker and shake it quickly
back and forth with some force until the outside begins to frost, about 20 to 25 seconds.Stirring:
This technique is primarily used for cocktails with exclusively alcoholic ingredients, such as the
Gin Blossom (here). By stirring the drink, you are chilling it without aerating, which results in a
smoother cocktail. Start by adding your ingredients to your mixing glass. Add ice and stir with a
bar spoon for 20 to 25 seconds.Rolling: This technique is somewhere in between shaking and
stirring. We use it for drinks that require more agitation than a stirred cocktail but shouldn’t, for
whatever reason, be fully shaken. The Bloody Mary is a great example: Shaking aerates the
tomato juice too much, while stirring doesn’t fully disperse the thicker ingredients. First, combine
your ingredients in the glass that you will serve the drink in and add ice. Pour the contents of the
glass into your large mixing tin, then pour the contents back and forth between your large tin and
your small tin. Do this five times and then pour the contents, including the ice, into the original
glass and serve.JUICINGFresh-squeezed juice is imperative to a well-made cocktail. Resist the
urge to buy bottled “fresh” juice; buy whole citrus instead, juicing it just before you’re ready to
make your drink. For basic juicing at home, the hand juicer is your best option. This tool is
affordable and takes up very little counter space. If you throw a lot of large parties, you may want
to invest in an electric juicer that will make the job quick and easy. Here are some tips for
becoming a juice ninja:Warm it up. As my friend and bar professional Tony Abou-Ganim says,
“Cold fruit is stingy fruit.” By allowing your citrus to come to room temperature before you juice it,
you’ll improve your yield significantly. I don’t always remember to take my lemons and limes out
of the refrigerator ahead of time, so I’ll give them a quick soak in warm water (for about 15
minutes) to speed up the process.Grow a thin skin. When choosing fruit for juicing, look for
heavier fruit with the thinnest skin. The more flesh, the more juice.Roll with it. Before cutting your
fruit in half, roll it on the counter under your palm. This will break the cells in the fruit and help to



release the juice.Go pulp free. Always strain your citrus juice through a fine-mesh sieve to
remove the pulp before adding it to your cocktail. Your drinks will be pulp free and your
glassware will be easier to clean.Same-day service. Try to prepare your juice as close to your
party as you can, no more than 8 hours ahead of time.Leftovers. Lemon and lime juice oxidizes
quickly, causing it to become bitter, so don’t save any leftovers. Orange and grapefruit juice, on
the other hand, will keep in your refrigerator for 2 to 3 days after juicing.GARNISHESMy
obsession with garnishes is sort of an inside joke among the bartenders who work with me. I’m
known for creating elaborate spears, long loop twists, and miniature floral arrangements to
adorn every cocktail. Why? You drink a cocktail with your eyes before you drink it with your
mouth: Garnishes elevate the cocktail to an even more celebratory status. The garnishes for the
recipes in this book are worth preparing if you have time; certainly they create a more festive
vibe if you are entertaining. But at the end of the day, they’re optional. If you want to make one of
these recipes but don’t have the garnish ingredients on hand, I won’t fault you for leaving your
cocktail naked.CITRUS TWISTThere is a caveat to the “optional” element of garnishing: the
citrus twist. This garnish is actually essential to the flavor and composition of the drink. Citrus
twists are a fixture in cocktail recipes because the essential oils in citrus peels act as ingredients
in their own right. Citrus twists are also different from other garnishes in that they need to be
“activated” before they’re added to a drink. To do so, hold the twist lengthwise between the
thumb and forefinger of each hand. Twist over the glass with the peel facing toward the surface
of the cocktail. This will release the essential oils onto the drink. Then rub the peel’s skin around
the rim of the glass before dropping it into the drink, skin side up.You can cut citrus twists with a
paring knife or a vegetable peeler, and can store them in a glass with a wet paper towel for up to
5 hours.For a more decorative version, you can create a long spiral citrus twist. Because it has
less surface area and therefore less oil, it won’t be as flavorful as a regular twist, so I wouldn’t
recommend it in drinks like the Old Fashioned or Martini, where that oil is crucial to the
composition of the drink. Oxo makes a few different peelers to create both spiral twists and long
twists. These peelers have a long life before they become dull and need to be replaced. A
channel knife can also be used to cut the long spiral twists recommended for many cocktails in
this book.SIMPLE SYRUPThis bar staple is a must for making balanced cocktails. Very plainly,
we use simple syrup to introduce sugar to a cocktail in a form that is already dissolved. The
basic (simple) ratio is equal parts granulated sugar and water. Consider it a guiding light to the
syrup recipes you’ll find in this book; all of them build on this basic combination. I make simple
syrup in a batch of one cup sugar to one cup water at home. It keeps in the refrigerator for up to
a month, but you’ll likely go through a batch in way less time.If you’re not planning on making
alcohol-free drinks, you can also fortify your syrups by adding 1 ounce vodka for every 10
ounces syrup. This will help preserve the syrup for an additional two to three weeks.Throughout
the book you’ll find recipes for many different kinds of flavored syrups, which really enhance your
cocktails.EGGSMany classic cocktails call for egg whites, which create a rich, creamy texture
and a frothy cap. Egg whites do not add flavor, so don’t fear an eggy-tasting drink. You can also



rest easy about salmonella: Just use the freshest eggs you can find, and rinse them thoroughly
before cracking. The eggs that we have today are about twice the size of the eggs that were
used when these drinks were first created, so use about half an egg white for the best
results.ICEIce is probably the most important ingredient when it comes to making drinks; it’s also
the most easily overlooked. If you plan to make cocktails for a large group (more than four
people), you’ll need an ice plan to make sure you don’t run out of the stuff right in the middle of
your Martinis. If you have a lot of freezer space, you can make ice ahead of time. But if storage is
limited, I’d recommend buying it.For shaking and stirring ice, look for larger cubes. If you’re
making cobblers, juleps, or other crushed-ice cocktails, look for smaller, chippy ice.You will
generally need about 1½ to 2 pounds of ice for each guest. This number varies depending on
the type of drinks you plan to make. For instance, if you’re serving a punch, you won’t need as
much ice. Ditto if you’re serving “up” drinks such as Daiquiris. But if you’re making “long” drinks,
such as Gin Fizzes, estimate a heavier allotment (2 pounds at least) for each person.Ice, like
anything else, is better when fresh. It absorbs the odors and flavors of the freezer really
effectively, so it’s best to use new ice, made as close to the date of your event as possible. If
you’re making ice ahead of time, be sure to store it in Ziploc freezer bags to keep it
fresh.YIELDIt’s general practice to prepare cocktails in individual portions. Most of the recipes in
this book are organized accordingly; all recipes make one serving unless otherwise specified. I
have also included several recipes for larger groups, such as punches and party drinks; those
yields are indicated in servings.SUMMER IS THE TIME WHEN I KNOW I’M WORKING WITH A
FULL TOOL KIT.AT THE SEASON’S HEIGHT, when every stand at the farmers’ market sags
under the weight of pristine berries, plump tomatoes, and bunches of fragrant herbs, my bar
starts to resemble a garden. I generally divide my market haul into two piles: one for muddling
into drinks and one for making infusions and syrups. When certain fruits, like raspberries, are
gently heated in sugar, the resulting syrup can be even more robust in flavor than the fruit
itself.Summer is also the time for the tropical drinks I grew up with. Nothing can transport me to a
place of relaxation quicker than a giant swizzle glass filled to the brim with crushed ice and
enough rum to make a pirate cry. Modern tropical cocktails and their close cousins, classic tiki
drinks, are delightful conversation starters.Some of my favorite summer recipes are the most
ambitious ones in this book. Many cocktails in this part call for special syrups or infusions that
make use of the season’s fresh fruit. But don’t be intimidated by the extra steps: I’ve included
recipes for these prepared ingredients. Make the syrups or infusions at the beginning of the
week; they keep wonderfully in the refrigerator, and you’ll be able to mix up these recipes in a
flash.On holidays, I break out the “lazy bar.” Nobody, myself included, wants to be chained to a
shaker all day while the rest of the party is taking place around the grill or in the water. On these
days, I batch—that is, I premix drinks in larger, group-size quantities. Sometimes it’s a punch
bowl, other times it’s pitchers of Daiquiris. I’ll set it out next to some glasses and an ice chest so
my guests can help themselves and I get to enjoy the sunshine.Sometimes, when I’m feeling
really lazy, I don’t even mix ahead. When we visit my in-laws in New Jersey for Labor Day, the



first thing I do is set up a simple bar: bottles of vodka, gin, and rum; a few carafes of fresh juices;
a beaker of simple syrup; and some garnishes. I’ll make the first round of drinks to get everybody
going, and then leave laminated copies of a few easy, delicious recipes out for the thirsty to help
themselves while I’m in the pool.CHAPTER1Farmers’ MarketGrowing up in Hawaii, I was
completely spoiled by fresh produce. My favorite fruits were in season essentially all year long.
When I moved to New York that changed dramatically: Trying to eat a strawberry or a tomato in
December became a depressing experience. As much as I sometimes miss the year-round
access to ingredients that I had in Hawaii, the arrival of summer is so much more exciting to me
in New York because I’ve spent the past nine months waiting for it. When I eat the season’s first
berries or peaches, it feels like a reunion with an old friend that I haven’t seen in some time.Many
people don’t automatically think of produce when making cocktails, but the truth is that fruits and
vegetables are major cornerstones of any good bar.At my bar Clover Club, we have devoted an
entire section of the menu to drinks that are inspired by what’s in season. In the summer, there
are drinks with strawberries, blackberries, and raspberries, of course, but we also make use of
fresh herbs and savory produce like tomatoes and corn. When the weather turns cooler, beets
stain our cocktails, and in spring one of my bartenders makes an amazing cocktail with sugar
snap peas! There is no limit to what you can do.LA ROSAYou’d never think that tequila and
amaro, the classic Italian digestif, would make sense together in a cocktail. Enter the strawberry,
which somehow brings these strong spirits into harmony.1 strawberry, hulled½ ounce simple
syrup2 ounces blanco tequila (I recommend Cabeza)1 ounce amaro (I recommend
Ramazzotti)¾ ounce lemon juice1½ ounces sparkling rosé wineGarnish / Spiral lemon twistIn
the bottom of a shaker, muddle the strawberry in the simple syrup. Add the tequila, amaro, and
lemon juice and shake with ice. Double-strain through a fine-mesh sieve into a Martini glass and
top with the sparkling rosé. Garnish with the lemon twist.MUDDLINGThe simplest way to
incorporate fresh fruit in a cocktail is through muddling. The main tool for the job, a muddler,
looks a bit like an elongated pestle and comes in an array of sizes and materials. (I prefer
muddlers made of wood.) In a pinch, a wooden kitchen spoon works just as well. To muddle, just
drop your fruit into the bottom of your cocktail shaker and use your muddler to mash the fruit by
pressing down in two or three firm pushes—you don’t want to completely pulverize the fruit,
merely bruise it enough that it releases its juices. Then you can add the rest of your ingredients.
Just make sure to double-strain, which is bartender-speak for straining the cocktail through a
Hawthorne strainer and a fine-mesh sieve held over the glass to catch the fruit’s solids.MARIA
SIN SANGREThink of this drink as a Bloody Mary on the fly. Forget the canned tomato juice;
here, the freshness of summer’s favorite fruit is muddled directly into the drink.6 cherry
tomatoes6 basil leaves½ ounce simple syrup2 ounces blanco tequila (I recommend El Tesoro)½
ounce dry sherry (I recommend Williams & Humbert medium-dry)½ ounce lemon juicePinch salt
and pepperGarnish / 1 cherry tomato and 1 basil leafIn the bottom of a shaker, muddle the
tomatoes and basil in the simple syrup. Add the tequila, sherry, lemon juice, salt, and pepper
and shake with ice until chilled. Double-strain through a fine-mesh sieve into a coupe glass.To



create the garnish, pierce a small hole in the top of the tomato and insert the stem of the basil
leaf like a flag. Make a slit in the bottom of the tomato and perch the tomato on the rim of the
glass.
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C. Steele, “Great book. It is not necessarily the first book .... Great book. It is not necessarily the
first book for basic cocktail making. (for that I would recommend "Cocktails, Cocktails and more
Cocktails" by Hester Thompson). This is more like a second level book, Cocktails 201. It briefly
covers the basics, then quickly moves on to variations and new creations. And what yummy
drinks! Reiner is a real artist. The only drawback is that a lot of the recipes require less common
ingredients or homebrew preparations, but if you've got the time to spare and you are serious
about next level craft cocktailing I highly recommend this book!”

Andreea V., “Best cocktail book ever!. This is the best cocktail book! Cocktails range from
beginner to intermediate to advanced. I have had this book for a couple of years and there are
still new drinks that I am happy to try. Very good illustrations and helpful tips. Really tasty drinks
and punches. The book is in a seasonal format which is quite helpful. I have two other cocktail
books and one is just not as exciting and the other (Employees Only) is a bit out there. You can't
go wrong with this book.  Go for it!”

Sarah Lizzy, “Love this book of cocktail recipes. Love this book of cocktail recipes. There's a lot
of things in it I would have never thought of to put together to be honest, and they've all been
tasty. I like that many of them do not require many ingredients. There are a few that require some
special ones and that can be somewhat frustrating, but if you take the trip and gather it together,
you're in for a tasty surprise. I've been happy especially with the party punches! Those are great.”

Paul Stockford, “Terrific Drink Recipes. Great book! Have used several of the recipes and last
weekend used it to fix Mai Tais at a Hawaiian themed party and they were a big hit. Some of the
recommended liquors are hard to find so I took the book to Total Wine and asked one of the
guys there to help me find suitable substitutes, which they did. Don't get hung up on the brand
names, just enjoy the recipes.”

Michael T. Feeley, “A Beautiful and Practical Book. This is such a beautiful book and I think a
necessity for any special occasion. Who doesn’t love a nice tropical cocktail sitting on the lanai,
looking at the ocean. Well, even if you don’t live near a tropical beach, each of these cocktails
will “transport” you to your favorite setting.”

Kimberly Brugger, “Sophistication at home - love it!. A beautiful, thoughtful book full of recipes I
never would have thought to try! Love that it's organized by season, full of fresh ingredients and
has plenty of tips - that are just as entertaining and charming as instructional! Great for me as
I'm a novice at the craft cocktail. I'm working my way slowly through the book - following the
seasons. I'm sure it won't take long for someone in Hollywood to see what a great movie
shaking through this book and the cocktail parties that go with it would make! Until then - it's my



go-to gift this year.  Cheers!”

Joshua L Naramore, “Great Resource. I collect bar and cookbooks. This has instantly become
one of my most used books. I purchased it just in time for a 4th of July BBQ. Julie's tips and
recipes are really helpful to host larger gatherings and make really great drinks. If you have not
tried the Gin Blossom cocktail, I highly recommend it.”

Buystoomuch, “A fountain of information. We rarely drink spirits any .... A fountain of information.
We rarely drink spirits any longer but with this book I am tempted to have one every once in a
while. The author explains the reasoning behind each concept. We hope to visit her
establishments in NY.”

Elizabeth De Luisa, “A Cocktail Dream. If you're interested in exploring the world of cocktails, this
is a sweet book.First, cocktails are an expensive treat, but if you're ready to build your stock,
there are a lot of excellent and tasty sophisticated drinks to be made and shared.My sons and I
had fun with the recipes.Loved everything about the book.”

Justine Levesque, “I came to the conclusion that it was just the book a cocktail-lover-but-
beginner like me would need for hosting friends. I first hesitated to get this book as the only other
Canadian review gave it 3 stars. However, after reading other reviews and looking into it on
google books, I came to the conclusion that it was just the book a cocktail-lover-but-beginner
like me would need for hosting friends, impressing my date or treating myself. And I am not
disappointed! The book has absolutely gorgeous design, it gets you flipping through the pages
and wanting to make every recipe (which practically all have a very seductive photograph), just
the kind of motivation and enthusiasm I was looking for! I personally find all the recipes are
approachable to the beginner as there are plenty of tips and instructions for the slightly more
advanced cocktails and it's brilliant to have divided its contents by season & occasions. I'm off to
prepare a New Year's Eve punch for 2016!”

Ian B, “But great for anyone willing to hunt down ingredients. Could use more basic, few/
attainable ingredient recipes. But great for anyone willing to hunt down ingredients.”

The book by Suzanne Lenzer has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 65 people have provided feedback.
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